
*  *                FATHER CAFFAREL SPEAKS TO US                *  * 

 

“Ascesis” 

(May-June 1972 editorial) 
 

Note: In his 1970 Rome conference ‘In the face of atheism’, Father Caffarel said: “It is unthinkable 

that, in a movement of spirituality like Equipes Notre-Dame, couples should not be initiated to that 

science of spiritual progress that is Christian ascesis”. Adding:  “almost everything remains to be 

done concerning an ascesis proper to married Christians”. 

 

If you know how to love, you know what ascesis is. Those who practise love, of 

necessity, practise ascesis; for ascesis is not some arbitrary demand of an austere preacher 

but, a well and truly fundamental requirement of love. There are no medals without a 

reverse side, no coins without ‘heads and tails’. Love and ascesis are the two faces of the 

same reality. 

I shall never progress in the love of another person if I do not mortify my love of self if 

it persists in being selfish and in trying to have its own way. Indeed, I cannot 

simultaneously give and take away, have a deep-rooted attitude of self-giving and satisfy 

my yearnings, be committed and free to do as I please, be focused on myself and on 

someone else.  

Admittedly, love and selfishness do cohabit in my heart; but it is not a peaceful 

coexistence. They don’t get on together; they are at loggerheads; they are openly or 

insidiously in conflict unless they enter into a formal agreement to share my heart, my life. 

But that is a fool’s bargain: each will try, in an underhand way, to exterminate the other. 

Love and selfishness each want to be in control. 

Beware, however! Having read what I wrote, don’t rush into speculations. Enter rather 

into your inner self, as I do myself writing to you. Consider and watch carefully the 

movements of your heart. Devote yourself, if only for one day, to a ruthless examination – I 

would not say “of conscience”, since this expression irritates – but “of the heart”. Come the 

evening, study the graph of your “electrocardiogram”.     

You love your wife/your husband and you wish to love him/her ever more (for there is 

no true love in the heart that says: “that’s enough” and does not desire to love always more 

and better). Yet, you notice that many things in you put a brake, impede, slow up the 

impetus of your love. It may be, when you talk to each other, the need not to give in, to be 

always right. It may be, when the phone rings, the secret hope that the other will get up and 

answer it before you. It may be the demon of silence that prevents you revealing the best of 

yourself, during conjugal prayer for example. Or it may be a talkative demon that makes 

you talk about yourself while your spouse is quietly increasingly distressed at never being 

listened to. And what about the signs of impatience, is it love of the other that provokes 

them? Throughout the day, which way does your compass needle point: to the happiness 

and the good of the other or to yourself? And in your sexual relationship…?        

It would be interesting for you to question yourselves also about your relationship with 

your children. How many reproaches are dictated by wounded vanity rather than by 

genuine tenderness! But I’ll stop here; the scope is too vast… 

Have I succeeded in showing you that all love entails a demand for ascesis understood 

as a concern, a courageous, loyal, intelligent, methodical, persevering effort at mortifying 

selfishness that is endlessly, openly or insidiously, an obstacle to love and in cultivating in 

yourselves all that will help you to achieve a greater love? 

And if human love requires ascesis, how much more does love of God!   

 

Henri Caffarel        


